
WHAT WILL YOU CONTRIBUTE TO OUR COLLEGE ESSAY

For nearly any college, your interviewer is going to be trying to assess what it is that you'll add to the campus
community. Some interviewers will try to get at this.

Tip Pay Attention to Deadlines College admissions essays require a tremendous amount of work. You refer to
your personality, but we don't really get the chance to see it. Tip 2: Determine Your Essay Goals Along with
the three questions above, you should contemplate how you want the admissions officers to perceive you.
When interviewing, it is more effective to demonstrate that you are a generous person who is thinking about
the broader college community. As you work and rework the essay, pay attention to the admission deadlines
and requirements. While working hard and excelling in academic achievement, I still find time to volunteer
with numerous organizations. You have to make some mistakes or you won't learn anything. You are
encouraged to find novel ways of answering the prompt, so long as you do indeed answer the questions
provided. Think of that great pile of applications. How can I contribute positively to the educational
experience of other students? Do you have ideas for a new recycling program that you think would benefit the
college? The admissions officers are looking for a reason to disregard candidates. In your college admissions
essay, you want to portray yourself as a student who will meet those needs. You should also remove any slang
or casual diction; the university is not interested in casual language in their admissions essays. Updated
August 07, For nearly any college, your interviewer is going to be trying to assess what it is that you'll add to
the campus community. Consider these responses: "I'm hard working" "I like to be challenged" "I'm a
perfectionist" "I'm good at managing my time. For example, you wouldn't want to discuss your tuba playing
skills if the college has no music ensembles. This question seems easier than it is. Tip 7: Demonstrate
College-Level Diction Diction word choice is the fundamental structure of writing. As you think about the
question, picture yourself living in the residence halls, participating in extracurricular activities, volunteering
your services, and interacting with the students, staff, and faculty who make up your community. Weak
Interview Question Answers As you think about how to answer this question, you should also consider how
others will respond. Along with developing an image of your character, writing the college admissions essay
allows you to feature other aspects of your life that are not reflected in your pre-college coursework. Make
sure you have some, and make sure your questions are thoughtful and specific to the particular college.
Whatever you feel you can contribute, add that to your list of essay goals. Despite having a degree fever and
being required to stay in bed, I still completed my draft speech on the possible impacts of global warming on
agriculture. The key to convincing the admissions officers is in understanding what they are looking for. These
are excellent essay goals, but you should also consider the essay in relation to your classwork. They want
students who will: Succeed once they are admitted; Contribute to the educational experience of other students;
and, Bring honor and prestige to the university once they graduate. You should take some time to think about
what else makes you different from most the other hundreds of students writing college admissions essays. I
am quiet also, listening to music with ear buds instead of out loud, and I talk in a reasonable voice. My desire
to success academically has been motivated by my immigration status and supported by my personality. How
might I bring honor and prestige to the university? The more specific your essay, the stronger an impression it
will make on the admissions board. First of all, I will participate in class. You need to highlight it in your
essay. No matter what the prompt asks, you want to ensure you include those three or four ideas in your
college admissions essay. In addition, I will be a good roommate. The admissions officers have your grades
and test scores, so they know that you are a good student. With these tips, and your determined intellect, you
have an excellent chance of being accepted to an American university. Tip 3: Distinguish Yourself from the
Other Applicants This bit of strategic thinking should be fairly easy.


